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Abstract
Many generic sentences express stable inductive generalizations. Stable inductive generalizations are typically true for a

causal reason. In this paper we investigate to what extent this is also the case for the generalizations expressed by generic

sentences. More in particular, we discuss the possibility that many generic sentences of the form ‘ks have feature e’ are true

because (members of) kind k have the causal power to ‘produce’ feature e. We will argue that such an analysis is quite

close to a probabilistic based analysis of generic sentences according to which ‘relatively many’ ks have feature e, and that,

in fact, this latter type of analysis can be ‘grounded’ in terms of causal powers. We will argue, moreover, that the causal

power analysis is sometimes preferred to a correlation-based analysis, because it takes the causal structure that gives rise to

the probabilistic data into account.

Keywords Generic sentences � Causality � Semantics � Probability

1 Introduction

Consider the following two causal claims:

(1) a. John’s throw of a stone caused the bottle to

break.

b. Aspirin causes headaches to diminish.

Intuitively, these statements operate on different levels: (1-

a) states a causal relation between two tokens of events,

while (1-b) states a causal relation between two types of

events. Stating it somewhat differently, (1-a) states what is

the actual cause of the breaking of the bottle, while (1-b)

talks about causation in a generic fashion: it talks about

tendencies. Notice that (1-b) is stated by using a generic

sentence. In fact, it seems to express the same content as

the following generic sentence:

(2) Aspirin relieves headaches.

But if (2) expresses the same content as (1-b), this strongly

suggests that also the generic sentence (2) should be given

a causal analysis. The standard way to provide a causal

analysis of the actual causation statement (1-a) is as

something like the following counterfactual analysis (e.g.,

Lewis 1973a; Halpern 2016): (i) John threw the stone and

the bottle broke, and (ii) had John not thrown the stone, the

bottle would not have broken. Such an analysis obviously

won’t do for (1-b), and neither will it do for (2). Instead, (1-

b) and (2) seem to express that particular intakes of Aspirin

tend to cause particular states of headache to go away,

because of what it is to be Aspirin. Or, as we will say,

because of the causal power of Aspirin to relieve head-

aches. This may look like a mysterious analysis, but we

will show how to operationalize it such that it can be turned

into a testable statement.

The proposal that we will discuss in this paper is that

many more generic statements should be given a causal

analysis. A causal analysis of (2) is highly natural, because

‘relieve’ is a causal verb. But many other generic state-

ments are stated without causal verbs.

(3) a. Tigers are striped.

b. Birds fly.

c. Birds lay eggs.
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We will discuss whether they still could, or should, be

given a causal analysis as well.

This paper is structured as follows: in the following

section we will briefly motivate a recently proposed fre-

quency-based descriptive analysis according to which a

generic sentence of the form ‘ks are e’ express inductive

generalizations. We don’t want to defend this analysis in

that section: that would not only take too much time, but is

also already done in an earlier paper (van Rooij and Schulz

in press). In that section we will also discuss a conceptual

problem for this frequency-based analysis: the fact that the

analysis seems too extensional. In Sect. 3 we will provide a

causal explanation for the descriptive analysis making use

of some natural independence assumptions. We argue that

the resulting causal power proposal can solve the above

mentioned conceptual problem that the frequency-based

analysis of Sect. 2 is too extensional. In Sect. 3 we will

also argue that the proposed causal analysis of generics can

be used to analyze habitual sentences and disposition

ascriptions as well. In Sect. 4 we will show that once the

independence assumptions of our causal derivation are

given up, a causal analysis will give rise to improved

empirical predictions, but the most straightforward causal

analysis will also give rise to some challenges. In Sect. 5

we will argue that by a generalized causal analysis these

challenges can be met. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 A Probabilistic Analysis of Generics & Its
Problems

Generic sentences come in very different sorts. Consider

(4-a), (4-b) and (4-c).

(4) a. Tigers are striped.

b. Mosquitoes carry the

West Nile virus.

(from Leslie 2008)

c. Wolves attack people. (from Eckhard 1999)

We take (4-a) to be true, because the vast majority of

tigers have stripes. But we take (4-b) and (4-c) to be true as

well, even though less than 1% of mosquitoes carry the

virus and the vast majority of wolves never attack people.

Most accounts of generics, if they don’t stipulate an

ambiguity, start from examples like (4-a) and then try to

develop a convincing story for examples like (4-b) and (4-

c) from here. In van Rooij & Schulz (in press), in contrast,

we took examples like (4-b) and (4-c) as points of depar-

ture and then generalized the analysis to account for more

standard examples as well, in the hope that it would lead to

a more uniform analysis.

What is the natural analysis of examples like (4-b)? We

take this to be that:

1. it is typical for mosquitoes that they carry the West

Nile virus, and

2. this is highly relevant information, because of the

impact of being bitten by a mosquito when it carries

the West Nile virus.

We take it that it is intuitively quite clear when one feature

has a significantly higher impact than another. This is

normally the case when the first feature gives rise to a more

negative emotional reaction than the latter. We don’t have

much to offer here to a quantitative measure of ‘impact’,

but we think it is closely related to the notion of ‘experi-

enced utility’ originally proposed by Bentham (1824/1987)

and propagated by Kahneman and his collaborators (e.g.

Kahneman et al. 1997).1

As for typicality, it is obviously not required for e to be

a typical feature for ks that all ks have feature e. Although

almost all tigers are striped, there exist albino tigers as

well, which are not striped. And although ‘(be able to) fly’

is a typical feature for birds, we all know that penguins

don’t have this feature. The same examples show that e can

be typical for k although not only ks have feature e: cow

and cats, too, can be striped, and bats fly as well. So we

need a weaker notion of typicality. We take it that dis-

tinctiveness matters for typicality, and thus for generics.

This can be illustrated by the contrast between (5-a), which

is intuitively true, versus (5-b), which is false.

(5) a. Lions have manes.

b. *Lions are male.

One might think that (5-b) is false because only 50%, if at

all, of the lions are male, which cannot be enough for a

generic to be true. But that, clearly, cannot be the reason:

the only lions that have manes are male lions. Thus, not

even 50% of the lions have manes. Still, (5-a) is, intu-

itively, true. The conclusion seems obvious: (5-a) is true,

because it is distinctive for lions to have manes, where the

notion of distinctiveness shouldn’t be too strong. On a

weaker analysis of ‘being distinctive’, one demands only

that in comparison with other larger animals, many male

lions have manes. Similarly, for (4-b) to be true it is at least

required that compared to other insects, many mosquitoes

carry the West Nile virus. To account for this comparative

analysis, of distinctiveness one could make use of either a

qualitative or a quantitative analysis. But because we want

1 Our notion of impact is thought of as the absolute value of

‘experienced utility’. Thus, a ‘horror’-event will have a high impact.

Furthermore, we think that looking at news items helps indicating

what is of impact. What is typically being reported in news items are

things or events that we feel have a big impact, even if they are rather

uncommon.
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to incorporate the importance of the second condition,

impact, within an analysis of ‘relatively many’, it is almost

mandatory to provide a quantitive analysis of distinctive-

ness.2;3 If typicality reduces to distinctiveness and if we

have such a quantitative analysis of distinctiveness, plus a

quantitative measure of impact, we can define a measure of

Representativeness to account for a generic sentence of the

form ‘ks are e’ as Distinctiveness(e, k) � ImpactðeÞ (where

Distinctiveness(e, k) measures the distinctiveness of e for

k). Because we will argue later that typicality cannot

always be reduced to distinctiveness, the representativeness

of e for k, Repr(e, k), should be defined more generally as

• Reprðe; kÞ ¼df Typicalityðe; kÞ � ImpactðeÞ.

Then we can say that the generic sentence ‘ks are e’ is true,

or acceptable, if and only if the representativeness of e for

k, Repr(e, k), is high:4

• ‘ks are e’ is true, or acceptable if and only if

Repr(e, k) is high.

Before we concentrate on the more general notion of typ-

icality, let us first discuss various potential measures of

distinctiveness. To provide a quantitative analysis of what

it means that feature e is distinctive for group k, i.e., that

relatively many ks have feature e, there are many options

open. On one natural analysis, it holds that relatively many

ks have feature e if and only if the relative frequency of ks

that are e is higher than the relative frequency of alterna-

tives of k that are e. If we measure relative frequency by

probability function P, this can be captured by the condi-

tion that P(e|k)—i.e., the conditional probability of having

feature e given that one is a member of group or kind k—is

higher than Pðej
S
AltðkÞÞ, where Alt(k) denotes the (con-

textually given) alternatives to group k, and
S
AltðkÞ thus

denotes the set of members of any of those alternatives. For

readability, we will from now on abbreviate
S
AltðkÞ by

:k. Thus, relatively many ks are e iff PðejkÞ � Pðej:kÞ[
0. In psychology, the measure PðejkÞ � Pðej:kÞ is called

‘contingency’ and denoted by DPe
k. This notion plays an

important role in the theory of associative learning (cf.

Shanks 1995), and it is well-known that DPe
k [ 0 if and

only if PðejkÞ[PðeÞ, the standard notion of relevance.5 It

should be noted, however, that PðejkÞ � Pðej:kÞ does not

behave monotone increasing with respect to

PðejkÞ � PðeÞ.6 So the choice between these two measures

makes a difference for predictions. Notice that if we use

contingency to model distinctiveness, and if also typicality

reduces to it, it is predicted that the generic ‘ks are e’ is

true, or acceptable, if and only if ½PðejkÞ � Pðej:kÞ� �
ImpactðeÞ is high. This, in turn, is high iff

PðejkÞ � ImpactðeÞ[[Pðej:kÞ � ImpactðeÞ, if ‘[[ ’

means ‘highly above’. For features with ImpactðeÞ ¼ 1

(which we take to be the default case), these two equalities

hold iff PðejkÞ[[Pðej:kÞ and PðejkÞ[[PðeÞ, respec-

tively, meaning that a small difference between P(e|k) and

Pðej:kÞ (or P(e)) is not enough to make the generic true.

Other measures to account for ‘distinctiveness’ can be

used as well. One natural alternative is to use the likelihood

measure
PðejkÞ
Pðej:kÞ, or the closely related ðlogÞ PðejkÞPðeÞ , to provide

an analysis of ‘relatively many’. Another one is
PðejhÞ�Pðej:hÞ
PðejhÞþPðej:hÞ, which was originally proposed by Kenemy

and Oppenheim (1952), and which is a strictly increasing

function of the likelihood ratio. Two yet other notions that

we could use are measures of relative difference, like

D�Pe
k ¼

PðejkÞ�Pðej:kÞ
1�Pðej:kÞ and

PðejkÞ�PðeÞ
1�PðeÞ , due to Shep (1958) and

Niiniluoto and Tuomela (1973), respectively. Intuitively,

these latter notions measure the amount by which k in-

creases the probability of e to the room available for

increase. These notions of ‘likelihood’ and ‘relative dif-

ference’ are used frequently in diverse fields, like epi-

demiology, philosophy of science, cognitive science, and

social psychology. In epidemiology Shep (1958) intro-

duced his notion to measure the susceptibility of a popu-

lation to a risk factor. In philosophy of science these

measures are used to measure the inductive support or

confirmation of an hypothesis by empirical evidence (e.g.,

Crupi et al. 2007), in social psychology they are used to

measure how stereotypical a feature is for a group of

individuals (cf. Schneider 2004), and in cognitive science

they are used to measure the representativeness, or typi-

cality, of features for concepts [e.g., Tenenbaum and

Griffiths (2001); Tentori et al. (2007)]. Just as when we use

‘contingency’ to model distinctiveness, also with these

other choices it is quite clear how to incorporate Im-

pact(e) into the overall measure of representativeness.

2 Of course, these considerations are well-known to users of decision-

and game theory. who have to combine uncertainty with utility.
3 This argument won’t have any force if one takes generic sentences

to be ambiguous between majority generics like (4-a), on the one

hand, and ‘striking’ generics like (4-b) and (4-c), on the other. In fact,

Leslie (2008) proposed such an ‘ambiguity’-analysis. But we don’t

see any empirical evidence in favor of such an ambiguity analysis,

and we thus take it to be obvious that a uniform analysis is preferred.

We will see that what Leslie calls majority generics fall out as a

special case of our uniform analysis.
4 We won’t discuss in this paper whether generics have truth-

conditions, or only acceptability conditions. Another issue we won’t

discuss here is whether acceptability of generics really comes with a

threshold, or whether acceptability is graded, just like

representativeness.

5 Cohen (1999) proposed that a generic sentence of form ‘ks are e’ is

true on its relative reading iff PðejkÞ[PðeÞ, if we limit the ‘domain’

of the probability function to k [
S
AltðkÞ.

6 In fact, PðejkÞ � PðeÞ ¼ Pð:kÞ � ½PðejkÞ � Pðej:kÞ� (cf. Fitelson

and Hitchcock 2011).
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Which of all these measures is best to account for

‘distinctiveness’ in terms of which the truth, or accept-

ability, of a generic sentence of the form ‘ks are e’ should

be evaluated? And if ‘typicality’ doesn’t always reduce to

‘distinctiveness’, how should the former notion be defined?

We are not sure whether there is a once-and-for-all answer

to this question and Tessler and Goodman (in press) pro-

pose (something close to) the likelihood function, while in

van Rooij and Schulz (in press) we propose that typicality

should be measured by a slight variant of Shep’s (1958)

notion of ‘relative difference’, D��Pe
k ¼

aPðejkÞ�ð1�aÞPðej:kÞ
a�ð1�aÞPðej:kÞ ,

with a 2 ½1
2
; 1�. Notice that if a ¼ 1

2
, D��Pe

k comes down to

Shep’s notion of distinctiveness D�Pe
k, while in case a ¼ 1,

D��Pe
k comes down to P(e|k).7 In sum:

• Typicalityðe; kÞ ¼df
aPðejkÞ�ð1�aÞPðej:kÞ

a�ð1�aÞPðej:kÞ ¼
D��Pe

k with a 2 ½1
2
; 1�.

Two arguments were given for this choice:8

(i) in case PðejkÞ ¼ 1 and Pðej:kÞ 6¼ 1, the generic

sentence seems to be perfect, whatever the value of

Pðej:kÞ is. In contrast to the standard notion of

relevance, and to that of likelihood, this comes out

by using our measure of typicality for both values

of a.

(ii) in case e is an uncommon feature, i.e, when

Pðej:kÞ, or P(e), is low, the difference between

P(e|k) and Pðej:kÞ—PðejkÞ � Pðej:kÞ—should be

larger for the generic to be true or appropriate than

when Pðej:kÞ is high, if a ¼ 1
2
.9

From (i) and (ii) it follows that for distinctiveness of e for

k, the conditional probability of e given k, P(e|k), counts for

more than Pðej:kÞ. And this seems required. Consider, on

the one hand, the uncommon feature ‘having 3 legs’.

Although there are (presumably) relatively more dogs with

three legs than there are other animals with three legs, this

doesn’t mean that the generic ‘Dogs have three legs’ is

true, or acceptable (cf. Leslie 2008). If a more common

feature is used, on the other hand, an equally small dif-

ference between P(e|k) and Pðej:kÞ can make the differ-

ence between truth and falsity, or of (un)acceptability, of

the generic sentence, if the generic is used to contrast

k from other kinds.

In summary, the following analysis of generic sentences

of the form ‘ks are e’ was proposed:

• ‘ks are e’ is true, or acceptable, if and only if

Repr(e, k) is high.

• Reprðe; kÞ ¼df D��Pe
k � ImpactðeÞ.

It should be clear how examples like (4-a)–(4-c) can be

accounted for on this proposal: (4-a) is true, or acceptable,

because being striped is distinctive for tigers, whereas (4-b)

is true because (i) more mosquitos than other types of

insects carry the West Nile virus, and (ii) carrying this

dangerous virus has a high impact. In van Rooij (2017),

van Rooij and Schulz (in press) it is argued that a wide

variety of generics can be accounted for using the above

analysis, especially if (i) we make use of the context-de-

pendence of which alternatives are relevant, and (ii) we

assume that it is not just relative frequency that counts, but

rather stable relative frequencies: it is not only that the

measure PðejkÞ � Pðej:kÞ should be high, but this measure

should remain high when conditioned on relevant

backgrounds.10

Moreover, we have argued that a high value of

Repr(e, k) gives rise to the (perhaps false) impression that

P(e|k) is high, thereby accounting for the general (but false)

intuition that generics like ‘ks are e’ are true, or acceptable,

just in case P(e|k) is high (if P measures frequencies). In

van Rooij and Schulz (in press) we do this by making use

of Tversky and Kahneman’s (1974) Heuristics and Biases

approach. In van Rooij and Schulz (submitted), instead, we

appeal to Pavlovian associative learning, for error- and

competition-based learning formulas describing the learn-

ing process can converge in the long run to measures of

7 In this formulation, a is just an extra contextually given free

parameter. Arguably, however, one can derive the value of a, by

assuming that a ¼ PðkÞ
PðkÞþPð:kÞ. It follows now that in case Pð:kÞ ¼ 0—

i.e. when
S
AltðkÞ ¼ ;—a ends up being 1 and D��Pe

k comes down to

P(e|k). If we assume additionally that the tokens of the alternative

kinds are chosen such that Pð
S
AltðkÞÞ ¼ Pð:kÞ ¼ PðkÞ, in case

AltðkÞ 6¼ ;, it will also hold that a 2 f1
2
; 1g.

8 There is an argument for assuming that a ¼ PðkÞ
PðkÞþPð:kÞ as well,

though. Suppose that the vast majority of members of
S
AltðkÞ are of

kind k0 and that Pðejk0Þ is slightly higher than P(e|k). If we don’t

control for the number of tokens of alternative kinds, or types, we take

into account, ‘ks are e’ will be predicted to be false, even if for most

k00 2 AltðkÞ PðejkÞ[[Pðejk00Þ. But that seems wrong. One way to

predict correctly would be to count not all tokens of the alternatives

types, but rather equally many tokens of each alternative type such

that we look at as many tokens if we look at the tokens of all these

types together as there are tokens of k. Thus, it is important that we

control for the number of tokens of alternative kinds, and the demand

that Pð
S
AltðkÞÞ ¼ Pð:kÞ ¼ PðkÞ is a special case of this.

9 For instance, in case Pðej:kÞ ¼ 0:9, the value of
PðejkÞ�Pðej:kÞ

1�Pðej:kÞ is

10� ½PðejkÞ � Pðej:kÞ�, while if Pðej:kÞ � 0, the value of
PðejkÞ�Pðej:kÞ

1�Pðej:kÞ is just PðejkÞ � Pðej:kÞ, so 10 times smaller.

10 The notion of stability is required to think of PðejkÞ � Pðej:kÞ as

helping to account for inductive generalizations, and does the work

that Cohen (1999) argues his condition of ‘homogeneity’ should do. It

is by concentrating ourselves on probabilities that are stable under

conditionalization by various conditions that generics like ‘Bees are

sterile’, ‘Israeli live along the coast’ and ‘People are over three years

old’ are predicted to be bad, or false, although in each case the

majority of the ‘kind’ has the relevant feature. For an analysis of

stability that we favor, see Skyrms (1980).
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distinctiveness as discussed above. It is well-known, for

instance, that Rescorla and Wagner’s (1972) famous

associative learning rule converges in the long run to the

measure of contingency (cf. Chapman and Robbins 1990).

More recently, Yuille (2006) has shown that a very similar

learning rule converges to Shep’s measure of relative dif-

ference. Important for present purposes is that these

learning rules not only describe the development of the

associative strength between cue k and outcome e. They

also are taken to measure the expectations of the learner to

observe the outcome given a new encounter with the cue.

Building on this idea, it is natural to propose that the

subjective probability of a member of group k having

feature e is given by how strong the agent expects any

member of k to have feature e. It follows that subjectives

probabilities can be very different from relative frequen-

cies, because the former are based on distinctiveness.

One obvious objection to the above descriptive analysis

in terms of (stable) frequencies should be mentioned,

though: D��Pe
k by itself cannot account for the ‘intensional

component’ of generic sentences showing in their ‘non-

accidental’ understanding. Even if actually (by chance) all

ten children of Mr. X are girls, the generic ‘Children of Mr.

X are girls’ still seems false or inappropriate.11 The sen-

tence only seems appropriate if being a child of Mr. X

somehow explains why one is a girl. In this paper we will

explore to what extent we can explain the meaning of

generic sentences in terms of inherent dispositions or

causal powers. Even though such dispositions were

philosophically suspect in much of the 20th century, we

take such an exploration as a worthwhile enterprise,

because it seems to be in accordance with many people’s

intuition. Moreover, by adopting a causal stance, the non-

accidental understanding of generics can, arguably, be

explained as well.

3 Causal Readings of Generics

3.1 Causal Explanation of Correlations

The theory of generics in terms of the measure D��Pe
k is

very Humean, built on frequency data and probabilistic

dependencies and the way we learn from those. Many

linguists and philosophers feel that there must be some-

thing more: something hidden underlying these actual

dependencies that explains them. A most natural expla-

nation is a causal one: the probabilistic dependencies exists

in virtue of objective kinds which have causal powers,

capacities or dispositions.12 Indeed, traditionally philoso-

phers have assumed that the natural world is objectively

divided into kinds, which have essences, a view that has

gained popularity in the 20th century again due to the work

of Kripke (1972/80) and Putnam (1975). A closely asso-

ciated modern view that has gained popularity recently has

it that causal powers (Harré and Madden 1975), capacities

(Cartwright 1989) or dispositions (Shoemaker 1980; Bird

2007) are the truth-makers of laws and other generalities.13

Whereas probabilistic (in)dependencies are symmet-

ric,14 causal power relations are not. But neither are generic

sentences. Such sentences of the form ‘ks are e’ are, by

their very nature, stated in an asymmetric way: first the

noun k, then feature e. This naturally gives rise to the

expectation that objects of type k are associated with fea-

tures of type e because the former has the power to cause

the latter. Where the goal of van Rooij and Schulz (in

press) was to develop a semantic analysis of generic sen-

tences that is descriptively adequate, the goal of this paper

is to investigate to what extent this theory can be explained

by basing it on an analysis of (perhaps unobservable)

causal powers. In a sense, the answer to this question is

quite clear: Shep’s notion of relative difference closely

corresponds to Good’s (1961) measure of ‘causal support’:

log
Pð:ej:kÞ
Pð:ejkÞ . In fact, Good’s notion is ordinally equivalent to

Shep’s notion in the sense that D�Pe
k [D�Pe�

k� iff

log
Pð:ej:kÞ
Pð:ejkÞ [ log

Pð:e�j:k�Þ
Pð:e�jk�Þ for all e; e�; k and k�.15 This is

very interesting. In the end, though, also Good’s notion is

just a frequency measure. What we would like to find is a

‘deeper’ foundation of our measure. In a sense, this is what

Good provides as well, for he provides an axiomatization

of his notion of causal support. But we think that the causal

11 To account for such cases—i.e., the ‘unbounded’ character of

generics—, Cohen (1999) makes use of limiting relative frequencies.

The (causal) solution we will propose in the following sections will be

different, but based on a similar intuition.

12 As noted already in the introduction, it seems no accident that

(general) causal statements typically are of generic form: ‘Sparks

cause fires’, ‘Asbestos causes cancer’.
13 According to Strawson (1989), even Hume himself believed in

causal powers.
14 PðejkÞ[PðeÞ iff PðkjeÞ[PðkÞ and PðejkÞ ¼ PðeÞ iff

PðkjeÞ ¼ PðkÞ.
15 This was shown to one of the authors by Vincenco Crupi. By a

slight simplification, his proof comes down to the following:

D�Pe
k ¼

PðejkÞ � Pðej:kÞ
1� Pðej:kÞ ¼ 1� Pð:ejkÞ � 1þ Pð:ej:kÞ

Pð:ej:kÞ ¼ Pð:ej:kÞ � Pð:ejkÞ
Pð:ej:kÞ

¼Pð:ej:kÞ
Pð:ej:kÞ �

Pð:ejkÞ
Pð:ej:kÞ ¼ 1� Pð:ejkÞ

Pð:ej:kÞ :

Likewise, D�Pe�

k� ¼ 1� Pð:e�jk�Þ
Pð:e�j:k�Þ. Thus,

D�Pe
k [D�Pe�

k� iff 1� Pð:ejkÞ
Pð:ej:kÞ [ 1� Pð:e�jk�Þ

Pð:e�j:k�Þ iff
Pð:ejkÞ
Pð:ej:kÞ\

Pð:e�jk�Þ
Pð:e�j:k�Þ

iff
Pð:ej:kÞ
Pð:ejkÞ [

Pð:e�j:k�Þ
Pð:e�jk�Þ iff log

Pð:ej:kÞ
Pð:ejkÞ [ log

Pð:e�j:k�Þ
Pð:e�jk�Þ :
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foundation that we will give is more natural, and

fundamental.

We don’t want to claim that a causal analysis can

account for all types of generics. Generics like ‘People

born in 1990 reach the age of 40 in the year 2030’ and

‘Bishops move diagonally’ (in chess) are most naturally

not treated in a causal way. Linguists (e.g., Lawler 1973;

Greenberg 2003) also make a difference between generics

formulated in terms of bare plurals (BPs)(‘Dogs bark’), on

the one hand, and generics stated in terms of indefinite

singular (IS) noun phrases (‘A dog barks’), and found that

IS generics have a more limited felicity, and suggested that

in contrast to a BP generic, for an IS generic to be felici-

tous, there has to exist a ‘principled connection’ between

subject noun and predicate attributed to it. Perhaps this

means that only IS generics should be given a causal

analysis. Perhaps. But we do think that for many, if not

most, BP generics causality could play an important role as

well. The purpose of this paper is not to defend the strong

view that all generics should should be analyzed causally.

Instead, our purpose is more modest: to explore the pos-

sibility of a causal power analysis of BP generics.16

As part of this, we want to clarify what, if any, advan-

tage(s) such a causal power analysis might provide. These

advantages could be of a conceptual and an empirical

nature. As for the former, if all that is gained by a causal

analysis of e.g., ‘Aspirin relieves headaches’ is that the

observed frequency of relieved headaches is said to be due

to the Aspirins’ unobservable capacity to relieve headache,

nothing is won. For a causal analysis to be useful more

insights should be gained, for instance in the internal

structure of the cause. But a causal analysis can be useful

here as well, as shown by the recent abundance of papers

on mediation (e.g. Preacher and Kelley 2011; Pearl 2014):

causal models can (be used to) explain not only why

something happened, but also how it happened. Scientists

are not only interested to learn that Aspirin relieves

headaches, they are also interested in the mechanism by

which it does so. Although in this paper we won’t make use

of the recent insights of causal mediation analyses that

make a difference between direct and indirect causal

effects, we think that this can be useful for the analysis of

generics involving social kinds as well. In the next section

we will show that under certain circumstances a causal

interpretation gives rise to different, and arguably more

adequate predictions than an extensional theory making

use of D��Pe
k. But first we will show in this section that

under natural assumptions a causal analysis explains the

predictions made by using D��Pe
k.

3.2 A Causal Derivation of D**Pek

For our causal explanation of the measure D��Pe
k we follow

Cheng (1997) and assume that objects of type k have

unobservable causal powers to produce features of type e.

We will denote this unobservable causal power by pke. It is

the probability with which k produces e when k is present

in the absence of any alternative cause. This is different

from P(e|k). The latter is the relative frequency of e in the

presence of k. We will denote by u the (unobserved)

alternative potential cause of e (or perhaps the union of

alternative potential causes of e), and by pue and P(e|u) the

causal power of u to produce e and the conditional prob-

ability of e given u, respectively. We will assume (i) that e

does not occur without a cause and that k and u are the only

potential causes of e (or better that u is the union of all

other potential causes of e other than k), i.e., that

Pðej:k;:uÞ ¼ 0, (ii) that pke is independent of pue, and (iii)

that pke and pue are independent of P(k) and P(u), respec-

tively, where independence of pke on P(k) means that the

probability that k occurs and produces e is the same as

PðkÞ � pke. The latter independence assumptions are cru-

cial: by making them we can explain the stability and

(relative) context-independence of generic statements.

Now we are going to derive pke, the causal power of k to

produce e, following Cheng (1997).17 To do so, we will

first define P(e) assuming that e does not occur without a

cause and that there are only two potential causes, k and u,

i.e., Pðej:k;:uÞ ¼ 0 (recall that Pðk _ uÞ ¼ PðkÞþ
PðuÞ � Pðk ^ uÞ):

(6) PðeÞ ¼ PðkÞ � pke
þPðuÞ � pue � Pðk ^ uÞ � pke � pue.

In case of a controlled experiment, we can set (and not just

observe) u to be false. In that case pke is nothing else but

the probability of e, conditional on k and :u:

(7) pke ¼ Pðejk;:uÞ the causal

power of k to generate e.

One problem with this notion is that controlled experiments

are hard, especially if we don’t know really what this union

of alternative causes u is. Thus, it still remains mysterious

how anyone could know, or reasonably estimate, the causal

power of k to produce e. It turns out that we can still

measure this causal power even if we don’t know exactly

what u is, if we assume that k and u are, or are

believed to be, independent of each other. Assuming

independence of k and u, P(e) becomes

16 We leave a discussion of IS generics to another paper.

17 Glymour (2001, p. 75) calls Cheng’s derivation ‘a brilliant piece

of mathematical metaphysics’. Cheng (1997) also discusses an

analysis of preventive causes. We won’t deal with this in this paper.
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(8) PðeÞ ¼ PðkÞ � pkeþ PðuÞ � pue � PðkÞ� PðuÞ
� pke � pue.

As in Sect. 2, DPe
k is going to be defined in terms of con-

ditional probabilities:

(9) DPe
k ¼ PðejkÞ � Pðej:kÞ.

The relevant conditional probabilities are now derived as

follows (by changing Pð�Þ in (8) into Pð�jkÞ or Pð�j:kÞ):

(10) PðejkÞ ¼ pke þ ðPðujkÞ� pueÞ � pke� PðujkÞ
� pue:

Pðej:kÞ ¼ Pðuj:kÞ� pue (derived from (8),

because Pðkj:kÞ ¼ 0).

As a result, DPe
k comes down to

(11) DPe
k ¼ pke þ ðPðujkÞ � pueÞ � ðpke � PðujkÞ � pueÞ
� ðPðuj:kÞ � pueÞ
¼ ½1� ðPðujkÞ � pueÞ� � pke

þ ½PðujkÞ � Pðuj:kÞ� � pue:

From this last formula we can derive pke as follows:

(12) pke ¼ DPe
k�½PðujkÞ�Pðuj:kÞ��pue

1�PðujkÞ�pue .

From (12) we can see that DPe
k gives a good approximation

of causal power in case (i) u is independent of k (meaning

that PðujkÞ � Pðuj:kÞ ¼ 0), and (ii) pue � PðujkÞ is low.

Obviously, in case k is the only potential direct cause of e,

i.e., when pue ¼ 0, it holds that pke ¼ DPe
k. Because in

those cases Pðej:kÞ ¼ 0, it even follows that pke ¼ PðejkÞ.
Our above derivation shows that to determine pke in case

events or features of type e might have more causes, we

have to know the causal power of pue, which is equally

unobservable as pke. You might wonder what we have

learned from the above derivation for such circumstances.

It turns out, however, that pke can be estimated in terms of

observable frequencies after all, because we assumed that

P(k) and P(u) are independent of each other. On this

assumption it follows that PðujkÞ ¼ PðuÞ ¼ Pðuj:kÞ and

that (12) comes down to

(13) pke ¼ DPe
k

1�PðujkÞ�pue.

Because of our latter independence assumption, it follows

as well that PðujkÞ � pue ¼ PðuÞ � pue ¼ Pðej:kÞ. This is

because PðuÞ � pue is the probability that e occurs and is

produced by u. Now, Pðej:kÞ estimates PðuÞ � pue because

k occurs independently of u, and, in the absence of k, only u

produces e. It follows that pke can be defined in terms of

observable frequencies as follows:

(14) pke ¼ DPe
k

1�Pðej:kÞ ¼
PðejkÞ�Pðej:kÞ

1�Pðej:kÞ :

But this is exactly the same as D�Pe
k, the measure in terms

of which we have stated the truth, or acceptability, condi-

tions of generic sentences in Sect. 2! Thus, in case we

assume that a generic sentence of the form ‘Objects of type

k have feature e’ is true, or acceptable, because objects of

type k cause, or produce, features of type e, we derive

exactly the semantics we have proposed in the first place (if

a ¼ 1
2
). It follows that as far as our descriptive analysis of

generics in Sect. 2 in terms of D�Pe
k was correct, what we

have provided in this section is a causal explanation, or

grounding, of this descriptive analysis.

Let us go back to the case that we talk about a con-

trolled experiment where we set the alternative causes, u,

to 0. Thus, for this controlled experiment we only have to

look at the probability function conditioned by :u., i.e.,

Pð�j:uÞ. Because we know by assumption that

Pðej:k;:uÞ ¼ 0, it immediately follows that

p:uke ¼
Pðejk;:uÞ � Pðej:k;:uÞ

1� Pðej:k;:uÞ ¼ Pðejk;:uÞ:

Thus, for the controlled experiment where we set u to be

false, we see that the causal power of k to generate e is just

Pðejk;:uÞ, just as we claimed before.

The above derivation of pke causally motivated Shep’s

notion of ‘relative difference’. But that notion is a special

case of D��Pe
k in case a ¼ 1

2
. We have seen above that in

case a ¼ 1, what should come out is that D��Pe
k comes

down to P(e|k). Does a causal analysis motivate this as

well? It does! To see this, notice that in case k is the only

potential cause of e, it immediately follows from (6) that

P(e) can be determined as follows:

(15) PðeÞ ¼ PðkÞ � pke.

As a result, P(e|k) reduces to pke. Thus, pke ¼ PðejkÞ in case

k is the only potential cause of e, just like D��Pe
k came down

to P(e|k) in case AltðkÞ ¼ ;. We conclude that our earlier

measure D��Pe
k could be motived by our causal powers view

both when a ¼ 1
2

and when a ¼ 1.

How do these causal powers account for generic sen-

tences? This is easiest to see for generics involving

homogenous substances, like ‘Sugar dissolves in water’

and ‘metal conducts electricity’. Intuitively, these are true,

because of the causal power of sugar and metal to generate

the observable manifestations that come with the relevant

predicates. Similarly, ‘Tigers are striped’ is true, on a

causal account, because of what it is to be a tiger. But

sometimes the power description should be relativized. For

instance, ‘Ducks lay eggs’ is true, although only the female

chicken do so. Intuitively, it is not the causal power of

‘being a duck’ in general that makes this generic true.

Rather, it is the causal power of being a female duck. But

this comes out naturally. Cohen (1999) argued that the
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‘domain’ of the probability function should be limited to

individuals that make at least one of the natural alternatives

of the predicate term true. In our example, it is natural to

assume that Altðlay eggsÞ ¼ fLay eggs; give birth liveg.
Because

S
Altðlay eggsÞ � Female, this means that we

should only consider female ducks. This should be done as

well for the estimation of causal power. Doing so, it will be

the case that the causal power of female ducks to lay eggs

is high, which gives rise to the correct prediction that the

generic ‘Ducks lay eggs’ is true. It is also clear how our

analysis can account for ‘striking’ generics like (4-b) and

(4-c): instead of demanding that D�Pe
k � ImpactðeÞ is high,

one now demands that pke � ImpactðeÞ is high, which

normally comes down to the same.

In the derivation above we have assumed that k by itself

can cause e. Of course, this is a simplification. Striking a

match, for instance, does not by itself cause it to light.

Certain background conditions have to be in place: there

must be oxygen in the environment, the match must be dry,

etc. In a sense this is captured: we don’t assume that pke, or

D�Pe
k, is either 1 or 0. In fact, we can think of D�Pe

k as

modeling the probability with which the background con-

ditions are in place (Cheng 2000). To see this more pre-

cisely, let us follow Cheng and Novick (2004) and be more

explicit about this by taking background causes more

explicitly into account. Suppose that k can interact with i to

cause e. Let us also assume that just like k, u and the

interaction ki are generative cause, and not preventive

ones.18 Notice that given independence, P(e) is now the

complement of the chance that e is failed to be generated

by any of the three causes:

(16) PðeÞ ¼ 1� ½1� PðkÞ � pke� � ½1� PðuÞ � pue�
� ½1� PðkÞ � PðiÞ � pki;e�:

Thus, assuming independence,

(17) a. Pðej:kÞ ¼ PðuÞ � pue and

b. PðejkÞ ¼ 1� ½1� pke� � ½1� PðuÞ � pue�
� ½1� PðiÞ � pki;e�:

Subtracting (17-a) from (17-b) gives us

(18) DPe
k ¼ pke þ PðiÞ � pki;e � Pðej:kÞ � pke

� Pðej:kÞ � PðiÞ � pki;e

� PðiÞ � pke � pkie þ Pðej:kÞ � PðiÞ
� pke � pki;e:

But this means that

(19) DPe
k ¼ ½pke þ PðiÞ � pki;e � PðiÞ � pke � pki;e�

� ½1� Pðej:kÞ�:

Rearranging things gives us

(20)
D�Pe

k ¼ DPe
k

1� Pðej:kÞ ¼ pke þ PðiÞ � pki;e

� PðiÞ � pke � pki;e:

In case we know that pke ¼ 0, as in the case of the match

and the oxygen,

(21) D�Pe
k ¼ PðiÞ � pki;e.

Thus for predicting the lighting of the match when it is

struck D�Pe
k is still useful, because it measures the causal

power of k to produce e, given background conditions i

(oxygen, dryness of the surrounding air). If the background

conditions for k to produce e are stable (say PðiÞ ¼ 1), then

pki;e ¼ D�Pe
k. Finally, in case pke ¼ 0 and pki;e ¼ 1, the

measure D�Pe
k estimates P(i), the probability with which the

background conditions are in place. We think that in all

these cases, if D�Pe
k is high, the corresponding generic is

considered true, or acceptable.

What if the conjunctive cause k ^ i is the only potential

cause of e? One can easily see that in that case

D��Pe
k ¼ D�Pe

k ¼ DPe
k ¼ PðejkÞ. It is also easy to see that now

PðejkÞ ¼ PðiÞ � pki;e, and thus that also D�Pe
k ¼ PðiÞ � pki;e.

The result of this section that pke can be estimated by the

observable measure D��Pe
k was partly due to our assumption

that k is probabilistically independent of alternative causes

for e. In the following section we will investigate what the

relation between the two measures pke and D��Pe
k will be

when we give up this independence assumption. But notice

that in this section we also saw that D��Pe
k is also a good

measure of the causal power of k to produce e even if k can

produce e only given background condition i. In that case it

measures PðiÞ � pki;e. But also in this derivation indepen-

dence assumptions are made, and it is interesting to see as

well what happens if we give up these independence con-

ditions used in that derivation.

Before we will give up on the above independence

assumption, let us first suggest how our causal powers can

be used not only for generics, but for other types of sen-

tences as well.

3.3 Habitual Sentences and Disposition
Ascriptions

Until now we have discussed generic sentences, sentences

that involve kinds, or groups of individuals. But some sen-

tences just involving one object, or individual, behave

semantically in a very similar way. In linguistics, a distinction

is made between episodic sentences and habitual ones. Epi-

sodic sentences are about particular times, places and events,

but habitual sentences are not. Sentences in the simple past

like (22-a) are typically episodic sentences, while habitual
18 Cheng (2000), Cheng and Novick (2004) give also derivations

when some of these are preventive causes.
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sentences like (22-b)–(22-d) (like generic sentences involving

groups), are typically stated using the present tense.

(22) a. John drank milk with lunch today.

b. Johns drinks milk with lunch.

c. Mary smokes

d. Sue works at the university.

Just like generic sentences, also habitual sentences express

generalities that typically allow for exceptions. Within

semantics, generics and habituals are normally treated sim-

ilarly (e.g. Krifka et al. 1995). Habituals differ from generics

only because the generalizations they express do not involve

multiple individuals, but rather multiple events involving a

single individual. Although some habitual sentences are true,

or acceptable, just because of high (stable) conditional

probability (perhaps e.g. (22-b)), it makes even less sense for

most habituals than for most generics to assume that their

truth, or acceptability, conditions always demand high

conditional probability, or normality, with respect to the

events the relevant individual is involved. This is already

clear for examples like (22-c)–(22-d), but is immediately

obvious for the habitual reading of an example like

(23) Paul picks his nose.

For this sentence to be true, or acceptable, we don’t

demand that Paul normally, or most of the time, is picking

his nose. Moreover, just like for generics, it seems that

impact plays a major role. As observed already by Carlson

(1977), it takes much less killing-events involving Mary to

make the habitual (24-a) true, or acceptable, than smoking-

events involving her to make (22-c) true, or acceptable.

(24) a. Mary murders children.

b. Hillary Clinton is a liar

The reason is the impact of murdering children, or so we

assume. Trump’s successful rhetorical use of the habitual

(24-b) in the 2016 USA-presidential election campaign

(where the issue was whether Clinton lied about important

classified information) only corroborates this. All this

suggests that from a descriptive point of view, habituals

should be treated like generics, demanding high D��Pe
k �

ImpactðeÞ for its truth or acceptability.

But just like for generics, this frequency-like analysis

leaves open the explanatory reason why. Moreover, a

frequency-based analysis cannot explain the intensional

character of habitual sentences.19 Suppose that Sue’s

function is to handle the mail from Antartica, although no

mail ever came from there yet. Then the habitual (25) is,

intuitively, still true.

(25) Sue handles the mail from Antartica.

(from Krifka et al. 1995)

This suggests that a causal power analysis of habitual

sentences—demanding that pke � ImpactðeÞ rather than

D��Pe
k � ImpactðeÞ, is high—is natural. But what should

variable k now denote? Intuitively, it should be something

like the individual’s character, personality, temperament, or

(sometimes) function. Thus, on a causal power analysis,

habituals like (22-b)-(22-d) are taken to be true due to

something inherent of John, Mary and Sue, respectively.

Such a causal power analysis of habituals will no doubt be

controversial, but we do believe that habituals like (23), (24-

a) and (24-b) have their societal effect exactly because we

read habituals this way: these sentences say something about

the (stable) characters of the individuals involved! Simi-

larly, it seems natural to use causal powers for the analysis

of what linguists call ‘individual-level’ predicates like ‘be-

ing intelligent’ and ‘being blond’. Such predicates are con-

trasted with so-called ‘stage’-level predicates, and the

difference is that only the former are taken to be stable over

time, and that sentences in which they are used say some-

thing about the character or disposition of the person(s) they

are predicated of. Indeed, Chierchia (1995) proposed already

that individual-level predicates are inherent generics.

The distinction between episodic and non-episodic

sentences occurs also for other types of sentences:

(26) a. This sugar lump is dissolving in water now.

b. This sugar lump dissolves in water.

Whereas (26-a) describes the occurrence of an event, (26-b)

describes, intuitively, a dispositional property of an object.

Within analytic philosophy, two analyses of dispositional

sentences have been widely discussed: a conditional one,

favored by Ryle (1949), Goodman (1954), and a kind-based

analysis suggested by Quine (1970). In van Rooij and Schulz

(to appear) we argued in favor of a causal analysis of Quine’s

suggestion: this lump is of the kind sugar and it dissolves in

water because sugar has the causal power to dissolve in water.

We argue that this analysis overcomes many problems of

alternative treatments of disposition ascriptions, and that the

analysis is much less mysterious than it might look at first.

4 Giving Up Independence of the Potential
Causes

In the previous section we assumed with Cheng (1997) that

e had two potential causes, k and u, and that these causes

were independent of each other: PðujkÞ ¼ Pðuj:kÞ ¼ PðuÞ.

19 A purely frequency-based analysis also cannot account for the

intuition that whereas ‘Mary usually drinks a beer’ is ok, ‘Mary

drinks a beer’ does not have an habitual reading. Whether this can or

should be explained by a causal power analysis we don’t know.
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As noted by Glymour (2001), by adopting this assumption,

Cheng assumed implicitly a specific type of causal struc-

ture: that what via Pearl (1988, p. 184) is known as a

‘Noisy-OR gate’. Pearl (1988) introduced noisy OR-gates

mainly for complexity reasons: it simplifies the calculation

of, in our case, P(e). To illustrate, consider a simple case.

John has a fever. We want to explain why. What was the

cause of his fever? There are several alternative hypothe-

ses: it could be (let’s say) a cold, the flue, or malaria that

caused his fever. If we don’t assume that the potential

causes are independent of each other, it is very complex to

determine the probability of getting a fever. With the

independence assumption, however, things are much sim-

pler. We can illustrate our case graphically by the fol-

lowing Noisy-OR gate to the left, where pcf , for instance,

denotes the causal power of a cold to induce fever. What

Cheng (1997) uses is the picture on the right, which is of

the same type.

Cold Flue Malaria

Fever

pcf pff pmf

K U

E

pke pue

In general, it can be very hard to determine P(Fever)

given the probabilities of a set of potential causes. This

changes if we assume independence. Now P(Fever) can be

calculated as the complement of the chance that Fever is

failed to be generated by any of the three causes. More

generally, if k1; . . .kn are the potential causes of e,

Pðejk1; . . .knÞ can now be calculated as follows:

(27) Pðejk1; � � � knÞ ¼ 1�
Qi¼n

k¼1ð1� pkeÞ.
This is exactly the way Pearl (1988) and others determine

the probability of e given that the potential causes form a

Noisy-OR gate.20 And from this formula it immediately

follows that pk1e ¼ Pðejk1;:uÞ, if u ¼ k2 _ � � � _ kn, i.e.,

what is the causal power in a controlled experiment.

Thus, as noted by Glymour (2001), the models that

Cheng uses to calculate how we can estimate causal powers

are in fact special cases of structural causal models as

developed by Pearl (2000), Spirtes et al. (2000). In general,

the potential causes of a variable don’t have to be

independent of each other. Glymour (2001)21 shows that

also in such situations, the causal power of k to influence

e can sometimes be estimated from frequency data, at least

if we keep in mind the causal structure that generated these

data.

If independence is only a useful, but sometimes incor-

rect, heuristics to determine probabilities, it raises the

question what happens if we give up this independence

assumption? Quantitatively speaking, there are two possi-

bilities: PðujkÞ[Pðuj:kÞ and PðujkÞ\Pðuj:kÞ. Already

by looking at the general definition of pke:

(28) pke ¼ DPe
k�½PðujkÞ�Pðuj:kÞ��pue

1�PðujkÞ�pue ,

we can immediately observe the following:

1. If PðujkÞ\Pðuj:kÞ, then D�Pe
k underestimates pke.

2. If PðujkÞ[Pðuj:kÞ, then D�Pe
k overestimates pke.

Thus, although giving up on independence doesn’t allow us

anymore to determine pke in terms of observed frequencies

alone (because we now also need to know pue;PðujkÞ and

P(uj:kÞ), giving up independence still potentially gives

rise to interesting empirical consequences. In the following

subsections we will look at both cases, and see that they

give rise to interesting new predictions.

4.1 D*Pek (Assuming Independence)
Underestimates pke

First, we will look at the most extreme case where

PðujkÞ\Pðuj:kÞ, namely where u and k are incompatible.

Notice that in that case PðujkÞ ¼ 0. The relevant condi-

tional probabilities are then derived from (6) as follows:

PðeÞ ¼ PðkÞ � pke þ PðuÞ � pue. From this we derive

immediately that PðejkÞ ¼ pke, because PðujkÞ ¼ 0. Notice

that if we assume that k only produces e given background

i, a similar observation shows that now PðejkÞ ¼ PðiÞ�
pki;e, if background condition i is independent of k.

Thus, we see that in case k and u are incompatible, the

causal power of k to produce e is the same as the condi-

tional probability P(e|k), just as was the case if k is the only

cause of e. Perhaps this can explain the intuition people

have that the acceptability of a generic sentence of the form

20 With Cheng we assumed that the potential causes are either ON or

OFF. But for many potential causes there is no way to be OFF.

Consider height, or weight of persons, for instance. If these are

alternative causes of k, it doesn’t make sense to determine pke as

Pðejk;:uÞ. If U is the variable ranging over different values it can

take, the natural alternative is to use the formula
P

u2U ½Pðejk; uÞ �
PðuÞ� (cf. Pearl 2000; Spirtes et al. 2000). For a generalization that

allows also k to be neither ON nor OFF, see Danks (manuscript).

21 Pearl (2000) has an alternative derivation of D�Pe
k, what he calls

‘the probability of causal sufficiency’, PS. Pearl derives PS—our

D�Pe
k—from the measure Pðekj:k;:eÞ, the probability of e after

intervention with k when you are in a state where k and e are false. In

this derivation Pearl doesn’t use the assumption that there is a

statistically independent alternative cause, u, that may produce e. He

substitutes this assumption with an assumption of monotonicity: that k
never prevents e. Pearl doesn’t make use of causal powers in the

derivation of D�Pe
k , but uses an assumption of causality, or interven-

tion, as primitive instead. One can think of Pearl’s PS as a

generalization of Cheng’s causal power as well, because applicable

in more situations than Cheng’s notion.
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‘ks are e’ goes with its conditional probability P(e|k). Thus,

although under natural independence conditions

pke ¼ D�Pe
k, this is no longer the case once k and u are not

taken to be probabilistically independent.

Of course, one might take a causal view at D�Pe
k, or

better, perhaps, a perspective on D�Pe
k where one doesn’t

assume that the potential causes of e are independent. We

have seen in Sect. 3.2 that in case of a controlled experi-

ment where we set u to 0, we can look at

D�Pe
k;:u ¼

Pðejk;:uÞ � Pðej:k;:uÞ
1� Pðej:k;:uÞ ¼ Pðejk;:uÞ

. If we assume that k and u are incompatible, this reduces to

P(e|k).

Are there good examples of generic statements where k

and u (the union of alternative causes of feature e) are

incompatible, or where k is taken to be the only cause of e?

This depends very much on what one takes the alternative

causes to be. Take any generic of the form ‘ks are e’. Let us

assume that P(e|k) is high. We have argued in Sect. 2 that

this is not always enough to make the generic true. But now

suppose that ‘k’ denotes a kind of animal (e.g., ‘horse’) and

that e is a feature like ‘having a heart’. If one makes the

Aristotelian assumption that x is a member of a kind if and

only if x has the essence of that kind, then it is natural that

we take the alternative causes of (having feature) e to be

(essences of) other kinds of animals. Thus, u ¼
S
AltðkÞ,

with k incompatible with u. If for the analysis of generics

we adopt the frequency measure D�Pe
k (with k denoting

horses and e denoting creatures with a heart), the generic

‘Horses have a heart’ is most likely counted as false, or

unacceptable, simply because PðejkÞ ¼ Pðej:kÞ ¼
Pðej

S
AltðkÞÞ, and thus PðejkÞ � Pðej:kÞ ¼ 0, meaning

that also D�Pe
k ¼ 0 ¼ D��Pe

k, if a ¼ 1
2
. Thus, on a correla-

tion-based analysis, the generic is predicted to be false if

a ¼ 1
2
.22 On a causal power view, however, the sentence is

predicted to be true, because now pke ¼ PðejkÞ � 1. Of

course, that pke ¼ PðejkÞ was due to the assumption that

k and u (the union of alternative causes of feature e) are

incompatible, a view that makes perhaps sense only once

one makes the highly controversial Aristotelian assumption

that it is the essence of a kind that has causal powers.

Controversial as this assumption might be, psychologists

like Keil (1989), Gelman (2003) and others have argued

that both children and adults tend to have essentialist

beliefs about a substantial number of categories, and in

particular about natural kinds like water, birds and tigers.23

4.2 D*Pek Overestimates pke: Some Challenges

The causal power of k to produce e, pke, will be lower than

D�Pe
k in the following three causal structures,24 because in

these structures there is either no causal relation from k to

e, or u is a confounding factor to determine the causal

influence of k on e in terms of conditional probabilities (iii)

(but also (ii)):

Intuitively, in cases (i) and (ii) it should be that although

P(e|k) can be high, still k doesn’t have any causal power to

produce e, i.e., pke ¼ 0. Indeed, this is what comes out. To

see this for (i), recall that we noted in Sect. 3 that in a

controlled experiment pke comes down to Pðejk;:uÞ, where

u denotes the disjunction of all potential causes of e dif-

ferent from k. But it is obvious that for (i) this means that

pke ¼ Pðejk;:uÞ ¼ 0, because now there is nothing that

could cause e.25 In the picture in the middle, u is a

U

K E

(i)

U

K E

(ii)

U

K E

(iii)

22 Of course, D��Pe
k comes down to P(e|k), if a ¼ 1.

23 Danks (2014) represents concepts as graphical-model-based prob-

ability distributions (see also Rehder 2003; Sloman 2005). He shows

that all the most prominent models of concepts (the theory-based, the

prototype-based, and the exemplar-based) can be modeled by such

distributions. An exemplar-based model of a concept, for instance,

according to which the connection between an individual d and a

concept C should be based on the similarity between d and each of the

exemplars of C, can be represented by a probability function over

features, such that all pairs of features are associated with one

another, but that these associations are all due to an unobserved
common cause. (Danks 2014 shows how to directly translate in both

directions between an exemplar-based concepts—making use of

similarities between the members—and a graphical-based probability

function with a common cause structure.) Arguably, this is just as

well the correct representation of a probabilistic version of a more

traditional essence-based model of concepts, with the essence, or

substantial form, as the unobserved, or latent, variable.
24 To be sure, there are much more complicated causal structures

with many more variables where this will be the case. To focus

discussion, however, we look only at these simple cases.
25 Alternatively, we might follow Pearl (2000) and measure the

relevant causal power in terms of intervention as follows

Pðkej:k;:eÞ. But because in causal structure (i) intervention of k
doesn’t influence the probability of e, and because now :e is taken to

be true, this means that pke ¼ Pðekj:k;:eÞ ¼ 0, just as it should be.
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common cause of k and e, and also now u is the only cause

of e and as a result P(e) is just PðuÞ � pue.
26 Although

pke ¼ 0 in causal structures (i) and (ii), it is clear that there

are examples of the form ‘ks are e’ with these causal

structures that are intuitively true, or acceptable, perhaps

because D�Pe
k is high.

Most obviously problematic for the causal analysis we

have presented so far are acceptable generics of the form

‘ks are e’ with causal structure (i). That such examples

exist can easily be shown, for both of the following two

generics seem true, or acceptable:

(29) a. People that are nervous smoke.

b. People that smoke are nervous.

It is obvious that one cannot account for the truth, or

acceptability, of both examples by saying that the subject-

term causes the predicate to hold. So, what can a causal

analysis say about these examples? That seems a serious

challenge.

A well-known example of common cause structure (ii)

involves yellow fingers (k) and lung cancer (e). It used to

be the case that cigarettes had filters that caused smokers to

get yellow fingers. We know by now that smoking also

causes lung cancer. It follows that many people that have

yellow fingers get lung cancer, and thus that D�Pe
k (and

P(e|k)) is high. But, obviously, getting lung cancer is not

due to having yellow fingers, i.e., in this causal structure

pke ¼ 0. It is smoking (u) that causes both. However, the

following generic is arguably still true, or acceptable:

(30) People with yellow fingers develop lung cancer.

We are less sure whether acceptable generics of the form

‘ks are e’ exist for structure (iii), though we will discuss a

potential counter-example involving this structure as well.

Suppose that women drink significantly more tea on a

regular basis than men and that it is somewhat better to

drink tea than to drink, say, coffee. In many countries it is

also the case that women have a higher life expectancy

than the average life expectancy. Thus, there will be a

positive correlation between ‘drinking tea’ and ‘higher than

average life expectancy’. We wonder whether this by itself

makes the following generic true.

(31) People that drink tea regularly have a higher than

average life expectancy.

If this generic is taken to be true, or acceptable, it again

poses a challenge to the causal analysis pursued until now.

With one of the reviewers of this paper, we have serious

doubt about the truth, or acceptability, of (30), and there-

fore leave the discussion of generics in causal structures

(iii) for what they are in this paper.

5 Towards a more General Causal Analysis

Until now we have assumed that on a causal analysis of

generics, ‘ks are e’ is true, or acceptable, if and only if pke
is high. Some examples in the previous section show clear

counterexamples to that: a high pke might be sufficient

condition for the generic to be true, or acceptable, it is

certainly not a neccessary condition. This holds in partic-

ular for causal structure (i) above, where e is a cause for k.

Indeed, the most obvious predicted difference between the

associative analysis based on D�Pe
k and the causal analysis

based on pke is that the latter causal analysis is essentially

asymmetry, while the former correlation-based analysis

need not be. This is similar to causal versus non-causal

analyses of counterfactuals. Whereas Lewis’ (1973b) sim-

ilarity-based analysis of counterfactuals is not necessarily

asymmetric, more recent causal analyses that follow Pearl

(2000) are. As a result, these causal analyses have a

problem to explain how to account for so-called ‘back-

tracking counterfactuals’ like ‘If she came out laughing,

her interview went well’, counterfactuals in which the

consequent cannot have been caused by the antecedent

because the latter came later in time than the former.

Suppose we have a causal structure of the form

k! e u. It is well possible that in such cases D�Pk
e ¼

PðkjeÞ�Pðkj:eÞ
1�Pðkj:eÞ has a high value, meaning that generics of the

form ‘Objects of type e are (generally) of type k’ are true in

such circumstances according to the non-causal analysis

discussed in Sect. 2. On the causal analysis presented

above, however, pek ¼ 0, as we saw. But how, then, can we

account for the truth, or acceptability, of both (29-a) and

(29-b)?

Perhaps such examples simply show that causality is not

semantically relevant for the analysis of generics, it is at

most relevant for pragmatics: people take, perhaps

wrongly, generics to say something about causal powers.

Perhaps. But even then we would need a causal analysis for

(29-a) and (29-b) within pragmatics. We believe that we

can provide a causal analysis for both types of generics.

26 If PðeÞ ¼ PðuÞ � pue, the conditional probabilities P(e|k) and

Pðej:kÞ will be PðujkÞ � pue and Pðuj:kÞ � pue, respectively. As a

result,

(i) DPe
k ¼ PðujkÞ � pue � Pðuj:kÞ � pue ¼ ½PðujkÞ

�Pðuj:kÞ� � pue:

We have deduced before that when k and u are the only potential

causes of e, the general formula for causal power is the following:

(ii) pke ¼ DPe
k
�½PðujkÞ�Pðuj:kÞ��pue

1�PðujkÞ�pue :

Substituting (i) for DPe
k in (ii) gives us the desired result: pke ¼ 0.
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But there is a price to be paid: we should either pose an

ambiguity, or we generalize (but weaken) the analysis. On

an ambiguity proposal, one could claim that although most

generics of the form ‘ks are e’ are true, or acceptable,

because of the causal power of ks to produce e, others are

true, or acceptable, because of the causal power of e-ness to

produce k. Because we believe that also (30) is true, or

acceptable, in causal structure (ii), this won’t do however.

Therefore, we think it is more appropriate to generalize the

causal analysis.

Our proposal for a general analysis goes as follows (if

we forget about impact):

• ‘ks are e’ is true, or acceptable, if and only if

D��Pe
k;ð:uÞ is high, due to a causal relation.27;28

But how does this more general analysis account for a

generic of the form ‘es are k’, if k causes e, rather than the

other way around? To answer that question, we will first

define the probability that, given e, e is due to k, Pðk,ejeÞ.
After that we will show that under natural independence

conditions this notion equals D�Pk
e.

Given that we derived before that in our causal structure

k! e u, objects of type e are caused by k with proba-

bility PðkÞ � pke, the probability that, given e, e is due to

k is

(32) Pðk,ejeÞ ¼ PðkÞ�pke
PðeÞ .29

Notice that in causal structure k! e u this value can be

positive and high, while pek ¼ 0. Although most generics

of the form ‘Objects of type k are (generally) of type e’ are

true because pke is high, others are true because Pðe,kjkÞ
is high. Observe that in contrast to pke, the value of

Pðe,kjkÞ depends crucially on the base rates of k and e,

making the latter less ‘stable’ than the former.30

Next, we can show that in case one takes over Cheng’s

independence assumptions by means of which she can

estimate the causal power, one can show not only that

pke ¼ D�Pe
k, but also that Pðe,kjkÞ ¼ D�Pe

k.
31 Because not

only pke, but also Pðe,kjkÞ holds for causal reasons, we

have explained why both (29-a) and (29-b), represented by

‘ks are e’ and ‘es are k’, respectively, are true, or accept-

able, if and only if D�Pe
k and D�Pk

e, respectively, are high

due to a causal reason.

Suppose we have the following common cause struc-

ture: k u! e. What about a generic of the form ‘ks are

e’ like (30) ‘People with yellow fingers develop lung

cancer’? How should we provide a causal analysis of this

type of sentence in such a causal structure? It should be

Pðu,kjkÞ � pue. Interestingly enough, in these circum-

stances this comes down to P(e|k).32

Thus, given that Pðu,kjkÞ � pue measures the proba-

bility that k and e are produced by common cause u, the

value of P(e|k) measures the same thing. As a result,

D�Pe
k ¼

PðejkÞ�Pðej:kÞ
1�Pðej:kÞ is a natural measure of correlation

between k and e due to a causal reason. It follows that this

case fits the general causal analysis of generic sentences.

27 Notice that we used D��Pe
k;ð:uÞ instead of D��Pe

k . The reason is that

we will assume that in case k is incompatible with the (disjunction of)

alternative causes u, we will use D��Pe
k;:u, and D��Pe

k otherwise.
28 To make things even less mysterious, it is perhaps wise to claim

that the truth, or acceptability, of a generic sentence of the form ‘ks

are e’ is always dependent on a specific causal background. For now

we assume that context always makes clear what this specific causal

background is.
29 See Cheng et al. (2007). Notice that in case k is the only (potential)

cause of e, pke ¼ PðejkÞ. In that case it immediately follows that

Pðk,ejeÞ ¼ PðkÞ�PðejkÞ
PðeÞ ¼ Pðk^eÞ

PðeÞ ¼ PðkjeÞ.
30 Perhaps this explains why generics expressed in the ‘causal order’

are more natural than the others.

31 First we show that PðejkÞ � PðeÞ ¼ PðeÞ
PðkÞ � ½PðkjeÞ � PðkÞ�:

PðejkÞ � PðeÞ ¼ PðkjeÞ � PðeÞ
PðkÞ � PðkÞ � PðeÞ

PðkÞ

¼ 1

PðkÞ � ½PðkjeÞ � PðeÞ� � 1

PðkÞ � ½PðkÞ � PðeÞ�;

¼ 1

PðkÞ � ½PðkjeÞ � PðeÞ � PðkÞ � PðeÞ�

¼ 1

PðkÞ � PðeÞ � ½PðkjeÞ � PðkÞ�:

Then one can show that D�Pe
k ¼

PðejkÞ�Pðej:kÞ
1�Pðej:kÞ ¼

PðejkÞ�PðeÞ
Pð:e^:kÞ . Similarly,

D�Pk
e ¼

PðkjeÞ�PðkÞ
Pð:e^:kÞ . Given the above proof that PðejkÞ � PðeÞ ¼

PðeÞ
PðkÞ � ½PðkjeÞ � PðkÞ�, it follows that D�Pe

k ¼
PðeÞ
PðkÞ �D�Pk

e. But recall

that under suitable independence conditions D�Pk
e ¼ pek. It follows

that D�Pe
k ¼

PðeÞ
PðkÞ � pek ¼ PðeÞ�pek

PðkÞ ¼ Pðe,kjkÞ.
32 To see this, notice that

Pðu,kjkÞ � pue ¼
PðuÞ � puk

PðkÞ � PðejuÞ

because e can only be caused by u

¼PðuÞ � PðkjuÞ
PðiÞ � PðejuÞ

because k can only be caused by u

¼Pðu ^ kÞ
PðkÞ � PðejuÞ

¼ PðujkÞ � PðejuÞ

Now we show that PðejkÞ ¼ PðujkÞ � PðejuÞ. This we do as follows:

Pðe ^ kÞ ¼
X

u2U
PðkÞ � PðujkÞ � PðejuÞ by the chain rule

PðejkÞ � PðkÞ ¼PðkÞ �
X

u2U
PðujkÞ � PðejuÞ exporting PðkÞ

PðejkÞ ¼
X

u2U
PðujkÞ � PðejuÞ both divided by PðkÞ

PðejkÞ ¼PðujkÞ � PðejuÞ because only U ¼ 1 causes e:
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6 Conclusion and Outlook

The goal of this paper was to see to what extent a causal

power analysis of generics is defensible. We have seen that

such an analysis is quite appealing in the following sense: it

explains why under natural circumstances a generic of the

form ‘ks are e’ is true iff the measure D��Pe
k is high, an

analysis that was proposed before (by van Rooij and

Schulz, in press) for empirical reasons. This explanation

also has the conceptually appealing feature that it seems to

align with our actual thinking. It forces us to look for

suitable alternative potential causes and the relevant causal

structures in which they are engaged. For instance, if two

kinds both exhibit the same properties, it tries to come up

with a common cause explanation. This forces one to look

for ‘deeper’ analyses than a regularity analysis does. We

feel, with Cartwright (1989), that this is also the way sci-

ence works. Moreover, the causal analysis also gives rise to

different empirical predictions in other than the ‘natural’

circumstances: under various conditions generics of the

form ‘ks are e’ are seen to be true, or acceptable, although

D�Pe
k is low. To account for the fact that for some examples

where D�Pe
k is high, although pke is low, we have general-

ized the causal analysis. Moreover, we have seen that in

various circumstances high causal power comes down to

high (stable) conditional probability, which according to

many authors (e.g. Cohen 1999) is the reason why most

generics are true.33

In this paper we have been deliberately non-committing

about whether our analysis of generics determines their

truth conditions (if generics have them at all), or whether

our analysis just involves their acceptability conditions.

According to Haslanger (2010), Leslie (2013)—or so their

proposals can be interpreted—a causal view should play a

role only in pragmatics: the generic ‘Women are submis-

sive’ should be avoided not so much because it is not true,

but rather because it gives rise to the false suggestion that

the generic is true for the wrong causal reasons, i.e.,

because of what it is to be a women. One way to implement

this suggestion is to claim that generics have truth-, or

acceptability-, conditions based on correlations, but that

many people assume that these correlations are the way

they are because of their wrong essentialist’ reading of

generics. We have suggested in Sect. 4.1 that if essences

play a key role in the causal interpretation of generics,

causal power reduces naturally to conditional probability.

Although this might lead to a somewhat stronger reading of

generics than the one using D�P, it doesn’t lead to the much

stronger interpretation that Haslanger and Leslie object to.

Many proponents of a causal power view of regularities

(e.g. Harré and Madden 1975; Ellis 1999), however, have

something stronger in mind: the regularities are not just

causal, but are taken to be (metaphysically) necessary

(whatever that might mean exactly).34 It is exactly against

this latter strong — and we think wrong—essentialist view

of generics that Haslanger (2010) and others warn us.

Haslanger argues—just like Barth (1971) before her—that

because generic sentences like ‘Women are submissive’

and ‘Bantus are lazy’ are taken to say something about the

essence of, or of the real, women and Bantus, they have

their malicious social impact: they introduce prejudices to

children, strengthen existing ones, and are excellent

strategic tools for propagandists because they are immune

to counterexample: any non-submissive woman is not a

real woman. We think, however, that once the connection

between causal powers (or essentialism) and necessity is

given up, some of Haslanger’s complaints against the use

of generics loose their force. It still leaves open, however,

the idea that causal powers should be used in pragmatics, to

account for the appropriateness of generic sentences, rather

than in semantics, to account for their truth (if generics

have truth conditions at all).
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33 Another pleasing consequence is, that just like episodic sentences,

generic sentences are on a causal power analysis predicted to be true

just (if we take generics to have truth conditions) because a certain

fact obtains. Because our analysis is compatible with the assumption

that generics have truth-makers (the causal powers) that are

independent of the base rates, we predict—in contrast to purely

probabilistic analyses—that generics (can) express propositions and

can be used in embedded contexts, like in ‘Countries that do not

honor women’s rights, do not honor general human rights’.

34 Anjum and Mumford (2010) advocate the position that a causal

power approach is better not thought of in terms of necessity. They

argue that the (neo)-Humean arguments against a causal power view

evaporates when giving up this association. According to them, the

weaker view—a view much in accordance with our approach—was

defended as well by philosophers like Aquino and Geach.
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